Need Gifts for Your Family?

MT MIT T-Shirts and Sweatshirts

Sold Wednesday, Dec. 9 and Thursday, Dec. 10 from 9 am to 5 pm

FIRST FLOOR - STUDENT CENTER

T-Shirts - M, L, XL $12
Sweatshirts - M, L, XL $25

Fundraiser for MIT Women's Varsity Softball

Help Wanted

Strong!! C/C++ Programmers wanted by Wall Street Financial Software Firm for work during IAP (and possibly beyond).

Salary commensurate with experience.

Fax resume to: Jacqueline Meziani
Tech Hackers, Inc. (212) 344-9519

What if you could discover your own unlimited potential while having the time of your life in one unforgettable night?

Join Peak Performance Development for this dynamic seminar which will teach you how to break through fears and limitations that have been holding you back in life.

This is an incredible opportunity to join the 100,000 Americans who have safely walked across a bed of red hot coals. It's a remarkable, powerful demonstration of what can happen when the "impossible" becomes possible when we overcome our limiting beliefs systems.

This entire program is based on learning by doing. During the three hour program you will have the opportunity to participate in a series of exciting, dramatic exercises that are designed to help you achieve peak performance and develop personal power.

Through the astounding experience of learning by doing in less than thirty minutes how to break boards karate style, a skill martial arts experts take months to master - you'll learn how to put yourself in a state of peak performance that will help you produce results that you would have thought impossible or difficult before the program.

The program will conclude with the ultimate challenge-the Firewalk Experience-at exciting, challenging walk safely across a bed of 1200° red hot coals.

Just $79 Advance registration.
FREE valuable handouts.
Groups of 3 or more $59 per person.
$99 at the door.

Don't Miss This Incredible Opportunity
CALL 800-775-FIRE
NOW TO GUARANTEE YOUR SPOT.

100% Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee!!!
MC/Visa/AMEX DISCOVER AND PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED.
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LISTINGS

Student activities, administrative offices, academic departments, and other groups - both on and off the MIT campus - can list meetings, activities, and other announcements in The Tech's "notice" section. Send items of interest by electronic mail to: notice@mit.edu. Items may also be sent typed and double-spaced via Institute mail to: "Notice Notes," the daily Tech mailbox. MIT is not responsible for the content of announcements sent to the "notice" section. The "notice" section is open only to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit all listings, and makes no endorsement of groups or activities listed.

December 12


January 15

Solutions for the MIT Dance Workshop Spring Concert at 1-30 p.m., Weeks Hall, Memorial Union 201. Open to all levels. For more information call 65-3023.

Ongoing Announcements


Theith Paradox: How Moving to the San Francisco Bay Area Can Make You Rich. Meet weekly. Group for Casually Interested People. Weekly meeting. First Floor, Student Center. For more information, call 643-8000.
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